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The sun bear is 
the smallest bear species. 

Height:  120 -150cm

Weight: 30 - 60kg Males
  20 - 40kg Females

Tail Length: 5cm

Tongue: 20 -25cm long

A Little Booklet of Bears.
Color all the bears on the page. Cut along the dotted line and 
fold the book into a tiny square so that the title is on the front.
Read the information on the back about each bear and share it 
with your friends. Be sure to use the booklet to help you identify 
the bears in the sanctuary.
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Kuamut is 7 years old. Before her rescue by 
the sanctuary she was kept as a pet in a 
small iron cage with two heavy metal chains 
around her neck. Now Kuamut roams freely 
around BSBCC and is one of the healthiest 
bears here. She is quiet and sensitive. You 
can identify her by the white dot markings 
on her eyebrows and her wide chest mark 
with lots of black dots.

Debbie is 3 years old. She came from the 
town of Kota Marudu  where she was sold 
to a buyer in Tuaran and eventually brought 
to BSBCC. In the beginning she was quiet 
and sad but has since become best friends 
with Mary. She is  strong, active, independent 
and playful. You can identify Debbie 
because she is the only bear at the 
sanctuary with a “Y” shaped chest mark.

Au Bui is 4 years old. Ah Bui was rescued 
by the Sabah Wildlife Department and sent 
to the BSBCC before she could be sold 
illegally for her gall bladder. She is a 
beautiful and confident bear with many 
bear friends at the sanctuary. She is 
gentle, easygoing and a superb climber. 
You can identify Ah Bui by her chest mark 
that looks like a necklace.

Mary is 3 years old. She was captured by 
poachers and kept as a house pet before 
coming to the BSBCC. Under the care of 
the sanctuary her diet has greatly improved 
and so has her health. Mary is friends with 
many of the other bears and is quite 
playful, although at time she can be a bit 
grumpy. One way to identify Mary is to 
look for the bear with a longer face shape 
than the others. 

Tokob is 11 years old. She came to the 
sanctuary when she was only about 5 
months old. Tokob is a sensitive and 
solitary bear although she likes to play 
wrestle with Kuamut. Tokob can be 
identified as the most slender of the 
female sun bears.

Kudat is 6 years old. Before coming to 
BSBCC he was housed in a small zoo with 
another bear named Panda and the zoo 
displayed them both as “Panda” bears. 
Kudat loves splashing water in the drinking 
trough, but doesn’t enjoy getting too wet. 
He can be identified by his large size and 
his big chest mark. 

Fulung is 5 years old. At just 2 months of 
age Fulung was injured by a hunting dog in 
the wild and then kept as a pet. Nearly a 
year later Fulung was surrendered to the 
Sabah Wildlife Department and brought to 
the Lok Kawi Zoo before being sent to 
BSBCC. Fulung loves climbing trees, 
digging,  foraging for termites, and playing 
with his friends. He can be identified by 
wide and pointy chest mark.

 

 

 

 


